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Ergo Series®

Ergo Label Beam®: Single selective 
rack

Ergo Deep®: Deep reach rack
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Join the
Structural
Revolution!

The Frazier Advantage
When Frazier made a commitment to structural steel in 
all our products over 70 years ago, we transformed the 
storage industry forever. The advantages in the strength 
and durability of structural steel far outweighed the cost 
difference when compared to inferior roll-formed steel. 
With this fateful decision, not only did Frazier become the 
leader in structural steel storage racks, we revolutionized 
storage systems forever!

Thanks to Frazier design and manufacturing 
know-how, we were able to reduce the cost of our systems 
without sacrificing product quality. The 
introduction of lighter steel sections helped decrease cost 
without affecting the abuse resistance of the 
material. Additionally, the combination of Frazier 
manufacturing improvement methods and strategic location 
of nationwide supply chain, the cost of structual rack is 
further reduced. Today, structural rack is as economical as 
roll-formed rack.

The revolution is far from over. It continues with the 
presentation of innovative new products and systems that 
keep Frazier ahead of the competition.
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Ergo Label Beam® doubles your pick facings. Slot your A & B movers 
(see diagram below).

Improve Warehouse Productivity

The recessed web of the Ergo Label Beam® 
prevents lift equipment from tearing labels.

Make Case
Picking Easier!

and Storage Efficiency

Features Benefits

Increased pick locations

Fewer worker injuries

Measurable improvements
to warehouse productivity

Put your B movers on
the second level

Easier to reach

Less travel time

Frazier’s Ergo Series® 
Provides easy access to hard-to-reach 
cartons on lower shelf levels by creating 
an opening between pallet locations. It is a 
great solution to a real problem for 
warehouse workers and operators. Stores 
capacities up to 2,500lbs.

The Ergo Label Beam® 
A front shelf beam that is split into two 
separate curved beams that attach to the 
rear of the shelf beam. This creates an 
ample 16” to 22” opening for orderpickers 
to access rear cartons. 

The Ergo Deep® 
Sits at a lower level than the standard Ergo 
Label Beam® and affords you the ability to 
store heavier objects - that require more 
leverage when lifting - without sacrificing 
the opening space for pickers to access 
products.

Why Scratch?

“B Movers”

“A Movers”


